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Due to COVID-19 pandemic government across the all the major countries have announced lockdown

leading to various business shutdowns.

PORTLAND, OR, UNITED STATES, December 6, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Unmanned aerial

vehicles (UAV) are aircraft/drones which are does not require a pilot in the aircraft to fly it and

can be remotely piloted or can be fully autonomic. Virtual take-off and landing (VTOL) aircraft

does are able to take-off and land vertically and, then transit into a horizontal flight without

compromising endurance or efficiency. Fixed-wing VTOL UAV are similar to helicopter, and it

includes a multirotor with at least four propellers. Moreover, it is more beneficial than other

traditional aircraft as they are not dependent on any runway infrastructure. The vehicle is

primarily built for low take-off weight and great aerodynamic performance. The center of gravity

placement in relation to the neutral point is used to determine aerodynamic design stages, wing,

and static stability sizes. Furthermore, military is the prominent end-user of fixed-wing VTOL

aircraft that enables them to carry their troops to any location as and when required. The

manufacturers of unmanned aerial vehicles are also using the hybrid technology for better

endurance and speed. In addition, the manufacturers and research organizations are focused on

developing electric fixed-wing VTOL aircraft which is more cost-effective and is commercialized

for various industries. This will also help in enhancing the endurance for the requirement of

longer flights.
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Major Market Players: ALTI UAS, UKRSPECSYSTEMS, Threod Systems, Quantum Systems, Vertical

Technologies, Arcturus UAV, Textron Inc., Lockheed Martin, Latitude Engineering, and Bluebird

Aero Systems LTD

Due to COVID-19 pandemic government across the all the major countries have announced

lockdown leading to various business shutdowns. This has led to disruption in manufacturing of

defense equipment. Moreover, due to economic slowdown and more focus on health budget

many countries have reduced their defense budget thus affecting the fixed-wing VTOL UAV

market. Furthermore, due lockdown there was unavailability of raw materials required for

manufacturing of the fixed-wing VTOL UAV. In addition, due to social distancing & travelling

restriction norms there was unavailability of skilled labor required for developing of software for

the fixed-wing VTOL UAV. Defense is an evolving sector which had a slight setback due to the
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pandemic, but it is expected to recover post pandemic and drive growth of the fixed-wing VTOL

UAV market.

Rise in threat terrorist attacks has increased the use VTOL UAVs for surveillance and tactical

missions. Since, these UAVs can independently and safely take off and land vertically within small

area they can perform effectively in the most difficult terrain with minimal noise. For instance, in

2018, national security contractor Sierra Nevada Corporation (SNC) and Israel Aerospace

Industries Limited (IAI) partnered to co-develop a tactical VTOL UAV system for American tactical

UAV market. Furthermore, in February 2020, UMS SKELDAR, a joint venture between defense

company Saab AB and UAV manufacturer UMS AERO GROUP. The company launched UMS

SKELDAR’s new unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), the Skeldar V-150. It is designed to support

tactical operations for surveillance, emergency response, homeland security and defense. The

vehicle has two payload bays which offer great flexibility to accommodate multiple combination

of sensors and has endurance of more than 4 hours. Thus, rise in use of fixed-wing VTOL UAV in

military & defense are expected to drive growth of the fixed-wing VTOL UAV market.

Key Benefits of the Report:

•	 This study presents the analytical depiction of the fixed-wing VTOL UAV market along with the

current trends and future estimations to determine the imminent investment pockets.

•	 The report presents information related to key drivers, restraints, and opportunities along

with challenges of the fixed-wing VTOL UAV market.

•	 The current market is quantitatively analyzed from 2020 to 2030 to highlight the fixed-wing

VTOL UAV market growth scenario.

•	 The report provides detailed the fixed-wing VTOL UAV market analysis based on competitive

intensity and how the competition will take shape in coming years.
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AMR introduces its online premium subscription-based library Avenue, designed specifically to

offer cost-effective, one-stop solution for enterprises, investors, and universities. With Avenue,

subscribers can avail an entire repository of reports on more than 2,000 niche industries and

more than 12,000 company profiles. Moreover, users can get an online access to quantitative

and qualitative data in PDF and Excel formats along with analyst support, customization, and

updated versions of reports.
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